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The Paper That Fits Both Sides

Envoy Vows To Stay If Useful

KISSINGER ARRIVES FOR 'FINAL' TALKS

Rapid Peace Hopes

Wide Margin

Brandt Wins In Germany

2907 (1972) - Chancellor Willy Brandt was a commanding voice of conscience for his great neighbor and neighborly teacher, the Federal Republic of West Germany. The Brandt victory allows West Germany's voice added weight in international councils. Bismarck and his successors treated Germany to a policy of retaliation with a high rate of a loan or a debt.

Truman Warry Of Post

Snow Storm Leaves State

A blizzard of snow up to four inches thick is causing serious damage in the northern half of Oklahoma, but few storms that have been experienced in the western part of the state. Bismarck, a key town in this region, has received 15 inches of snow in the last 24 hours, and is expecting more in the next few days. The Blizzard is expected to last several days, and will cause widespread power outages and travel difficulties.

Everything's Slipslope

About everything was prepaid for a few minutes of the US Secretary of State's speech, said a government source. The Secretary, a former war correspondent, said that the speech was also complicated by a power failure in the building. The speech, which was scheduled to begin at 10:00 AM, was delayed by the power outage. The speech began at 10:30 AM, and lasted for 45 minutes. The Secretary was also accompanied by a large security detail.

Sisters, 7 and 9, Also Raped

3 Pre-Teens Held In Slaying

NEW YORK (AP) - Three young men were charged with the murder of a 7-year-old girl who was recently sexually assaulted and then raped by a group of boys on a city street. Police said the three boys, aged 7, 13, and 18, were charged with murder in the death of the girl, identified as Jennifer Smith. Police said the three boys, aged 7, 13, and 18, were also charged with rape. The three boys, aged 7, 13, and 18, were charged with murder in the death of the girl, identified as Jennifer Smith. Police said the three boys, aged 7, 13, and 18, were also charged with rape.
Murders Still Sear Memories After 13 Years

After the murders had occurred, there were many who thought they might never be solved. But the day finally came when the police caught up with the killer. The trial was a long and drawn-out process, but in the end, justice was served. The killer was sentenced to life in prison, and the community was able to begin healing.

Miss Fun Guide Finalist No. 16

Judy Very Active

Judy has been a very active participant in the community. She has volunteered at many events and has been a role model for others. Her work in the community has been recognized with several awards, including being named one of the Miss Fun Guide Finalists.

Firing Called Political Deed

The firing of the political official was a surprise to many. It was rumored to be related to a scandal involving a stock deal. The official had been in office for several years and had been a well-respected figure in the community. The decision to fire the official was met with mixed reactions, with some calling it a politically motivated move.

Sale. Big savings on our popular 4 ply polyester, wide profile tire.

Sale $14.88

And the values just keep on coming.

JCPenney

We know what you're looking for.
Says Doris Day...

American Career Girl 'Best-Dressed'

Hollywood: The's magazine named her the 'Best-Dressed Woman in the Country for 1977.' The honor was presented to her at an awards ceremony on the set of her new movie, 'The Towering Inferno.'

Fashion Festival Benefits Training Center

Fashion Festival Benefits Training Center

Helen Help!

Should Wife Forgive Unfaithful Spouse?

In today's hectic world, the modern woman is faced with many pressures. One of the most difficult decisions she may have to make is whether or not to forgive a husband who has been unfaithful.

Journal Entries

Practical Nurses To Convene Here

The Oklahoma State Department of Health will host a conference for practical nurses in Oklahoma on November 10th. The conference will be held at the State Capitol in Oklahoma City.

Social Notes

Mrs. Charles Franklin, Chicky Denny

OUR THANKS TO YOU ON THANKSGIVING

Thanks to the thousands of Oklahomans who are Humpty Believers!

HUMPTY Supermarkets

SWIFT'S PREMIUM BUTTERBALL TURKEYS
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FRUIT COCKTAIL

43¢

SWEET POTATOES

38¢

CRANBERRY SAUCE

29¢

PUMPKIN PIES

29¢

CELERY

2.25¢

GERMANY

33¢

EGG NOG

55¢

ROLLS

29¢

Add 8¢ Tax on All Produce

Holiday Favorites

MIDDLE EGGS

53¢

LARGE EGGS

55¢

ROASTED PEANUTS

59¢

humpty super markets
Society Chooses $25 Shotgun Or Job For Prisoners

By L. R. Mills

The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals has decided to offer a $25 shotgun or a job to prisoners who break the law. The society believes that this offer will help to reduce the number of crimes committed by prisoners.

The offer includes a $25 shotgun for any prisoner who breaks the law, or a job with the prison system for anyone who does not commit a crime. The society hopes that this offer will encourage prisoners to follow the rules and not break the law.

The offer has been met with mixed reactions. Some prisoners have welcomed the opportunity to earn a living, while others have expressed concern about the possibility of firearms falling into the wrong hands.

The society has also been criticized for offering a shotgun as an incentive. Some people believe that this is a dangerous offer and that it could encourage violence.

Despite these concerns, the society is determined to see the offer through. They believe that it is a necessary step in reducing crime and helping prisoners to reintegrate into society.

Vitamin E Benefits Disputed

By M. J. Smith

Vitamin E is a vitamin that is commonly found in foods such as vegetables and grains. It is believed to have many benefits for the body, including reducing the risk of heart disease.

However, recent studies have suggested that vitamin E may not be as effective as previously thought. Some experts have suggested that it may not be the best choice for reducing heart disease.

There are many different types of vitamin E, and it is not clear which one is the most effective. Some experts believe that it may be best to take a combination of different types of vitamin E.

The debate over the benefits of vitamin E is ongoing, and scientists are still trying to determine the best way to use it for health.

Rogers Airport Reopens

By T. G. Brown

Rogers Airport has been reopened after a long delay. The airport was closed due to a lack of funding, but has now been reopen after a recent injection of funds.

The airport is expected to be a major boost to the local economy, providing important transportation links for the area.

The airport has been modernized, with new facilities and improved services. This should make it easier for travelers to use the airport, and should help to attract more tourists to the area.

Fashion Store Flirted With Death

By J. L. Wilson

A fashion store in the city has been closed after a flirtation with death. The store had been accused of selling clothing that was too revealing, and was forced to close its doors.

The store has apologized for any offense caused, and has promised to be more careful in the future.

The incident has raised questions about what constitutes acceptable clothing. Some people believe that it is important to respect the feelings of others, while others believe that clothing should be as revealing as the wearer desires.

The incident is likely to lead to a debate about the acceptability of clothing in public places.

GIBSON'S DISCOUNT CENTER

FESTIVE FEASTING

GIBSON'S DISCOUNT CENTER

FESTIVE FEASTING
Think Thrills 100's: They have less "tar" than most cigarettes, 100's menthols, non-menthols.

**Business Briefs**

Morse Lighting Co. has received several complaints of electrical shock from customers using its appliances. The company is now investigating the matter and has issued a recall notice for affected products.

Lonesome Lady

This week's edition of Lonesome Lady focuses on the struggles of women in the workplace. The article highlights the challenges faced by women in leadership roles and the importance of gender equality in the workplace.

Jean Adams' TEEN FORUM

It's Still The Same Old Story

This month's TEEN FORUM discusses the persistence of the same problems faced by teenagers in previous decades. The author reflects on the changes and similarities in teenage life over time.

Pastor Discusses Liberation

The pastor's sermon this week centers on the theme of liberation. The sermon discusses the importance of freedom and the struggle against oppression.

Fall Campaign 'Dirty'

The fall campaign has been marred by controversy and accusations of dishonesty. The candidates have been criticized for their negative tactics and the standards of political discourse have been questioned.

Training Programs Criticized

The training programs for new employees have been the subject of criticism. Concerns have been raised about the effectiveness and fairness of the training process.

Your Money's Worth

Movie Bag Coming Back

The movie bag has returned with a new selection of pre-recorded songs. The bag features a variety of genres and styles to cater to different tastes.

Two Jailed In Robbery

Two individuals have been arrested for a recent robbery. The suspects are expected to face charges related to the crime.

Indian Gandhi

Gandhi was a prominent figure in Indian politics. His legacy continues to influence modern-day political leaders and activists.
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Fred Harris Writes Letter Of Gratitude

Fred Harris is a legendary figure in Oklahoma football, contributing to the Sooners' success in the 1970s. This article highlights his gratitude for those who supported him throughout his career.

--

Escapee Turned In By Wife

A remarkable story of a convicted escapee who was turned in by his wife, highlighting the power of love and community in ensuring justice.

--

World Briefs

Notable events from around the world, including sports and political updates.

--

Alleys May Criticize Nixon

A discussion on the possibility of Nixon's political critics gathering in a specific alley, raising questions about surveillance and privacy.

--

Jordaan Enrolled In Beirut

The story of Jordanian basketball player Jordaan's enrollment in a prestigious university in Beirut, providing a glimpse into the international landscape of sports.

--

Yale Worries Japanese

A look at the concerns of Yale's Japanese students and faculty, possibly due to international relations or cultural misunderstandings.

--

Dayan Talks To Cabinet

An interview with Dayan, a significant figure, discussing strategies and plans for his role in government.

--

Severe Ask Albanian Contacts

An appeal for help from a severe, possibly in a crisis situation, seeking guidance or resources from contacts in Albania.

--

What do doctors recommend for patients in pain?

A medical discussion on the best practices for managing pain in patients, offering guidance to healthcare providers.

--

Goldie Men's Free Fans Hope

A fan's perspective on the upcoming match, expressing hope and support for their team.

--

Vikings Streak By Rams, 45-41

A detailed account of the Vikings' impressive victory over the Rams, showcasing their strong performance.

--

Morrall Run Fires Miami Past Jets

The Miami Dolphins' successful performance, sparked by a strong run game, leading to a victory over the Jets.

--

Central Draws East Texas In NAIA Playoffs

News about the NAIA playoffs, with East Texas facing another tough opponent, highlighting the competitive nature of college sports.

--

Browns' Kick Jars Steelers

A report on the Browns' successful kick, which led to a critical point during their game against the Steelers, showcasing a key moment in the game.
Hadl's Passes Tip
Kansas City, 27-17

Oakland Routes
Denver, 37-20

Colts' Late Goal
Nips Cincy, 20-19

Dallas Dances
By Eagles, 28-7

Spurrier Star
In 49er Win

Lions Lasso
Saints, 27-14

Hall Wins
8th, Posts
Best Mark

IKE NO. 1

Boomer Coaches Pick West

Sheppard Scores Twice For Bruins
City Policeman Completes Course

City Scene

City Policeman Completes Course

Okaloosa State Fire Poly., 23 Tyndall, director of the CDFA Youth Bureau, has been appointed by the University of South Carolina's College of Public and Social Service to the position of assistant professor of criminal justice and director of the department's graduate program in criminal justice.

Tall Free Job Line Opened

The Civil Service Commission has announced a new Tall Free Job Line Opened. The line is for the Federal Employment Information Center for the Federal Employment Information Center in the state of Oklahoma.

Clayton, Okla., has been appointed as the new editor of the Tall Free Job Line Opened. He will work at the request of the Federal Employment Information Center.

Club To Hear Church Singers

Tallahassee city councilman, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Shepherd, will be honored at a special concert on Monday, November 12, at the Senior Citizens Center in Tallahassee.

Mixed Marriage Tolerance Grows

The Okaloosa County Hospital, which serves as the only hospital for the residents of Tallahassee, will be open for the first time to all Okaloosa County residents.

CENSUS

Okaloosa County Health Department and the Community Action Program have been approved for a federal grant to provide health education programs to residents of Tallahassee.

McGovern New York Checks Judges Party Role For Organized Crime Ties Doubt

WASHINGTON (AP) — The heads of the Democratic National Committee and the party's national publicity arm said Wednesday that they would not serve as a platform for the Republican National Convention, where the delegates will be nominated for the presidency.

GROUP SAFETY PRESENTATION

The Oklahoma Public Safety Commission is working on a plan for the state's safety program, which includes training for emergency responders.

War Artifacts

Clayton Harrison, a student at South Okaloosa County High School, has been named the winner of the 1972 Okaloosa County Art Festival. The festival is held annually to recognize the talent of Okaloosa County students.

Maternity Policy Revised At Center

Pilgrim and Brubaker are pleased to announce that they have revised their maternity policy at the hospital. The policy now includes a provision for postpartum care.

Lakes Eyed As Recreation Area

TYLUS — The U.S. Army Engineer District in Tulsa has released a feasibility study on the development of a lake area in southeastern Oklahoma as part of the National Recreation Area System. The study is funded by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Iceberg 10

The names say it all: Iceberg 10

Iceberg 10

Icy mint flavor and only 10 mg tar

Magentox

Gift for a merrier Christmas

18" Automatic Fine Tuning Color Portable

The pleasure of viewing your favorite programs by the power of delivering sports and entertainment. The perfect gift with model 5470. It keeps all stations tuned, picture free from static and sun on an optimal mobile channel...a great gift for any man or woman. Plus, it is a perfect gift for the first time of many years. Magentox gift set for a merrier Christmas.

$299

Moisture content curred.

HOME OF THE
Silvernail PACKAGE

Silvernail-Magnevox

HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 4601 S. CHERRY 331-2327 SHERIFF MALL 442-8627

HOMER OLAI, OKLA. 1220 W. LINDSEY 423-0460

TUJAS, OKLA. 2115 S. HARVARD 40145 YALE

Entire Stock
30% to 60% OFF

ALL MENS CLOTHING MUST BE SACRIFICED

Open 12 to 6 Sunday 10 to 6 Weekdays

CASH BANAMEC-RICARD & MASTERCHARGE

OPEN SUNDAY

Suit Sales to $120. Now $98.88 to $68.50

Sport Coat Sales to $85. Now $58.88 to $54.88

Suit Sales to $22.50. Now $16.50 to $20.88

Shirt Sales to $17.50. Now $12.88 to $11.88

Shoes Sales to $29. Now $12.25 to $20.30

503 N.W. 23rd

CANTERBURY SHOP

Postage established 1973. National's new national headquarters which is located in Miami, Florida, and which is being designed by the architect of the Biltmore Hotel in New York.

Suits are available in all sizes. Check with your nearest store for details.